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Unified protection for your business
Relying on our extensive experience, cutting-edge equipment and infrastructure, as
well as skilled teams, Havensec has earned a reputation for its accurate investigative
outcomes.
We work closely with our clients to develop and implement a comprehensive security
solution for their unique needs. They understand that the decisions they make today will
impact on their organisation’s sustainability over the long-term, and it is for this reason
that they have entrusted us with their critical security needs.
They include our expertise in the field of personal body guarding, armed escorts,
surveillance and information gathering, debugging of private and office spaces, covert
cameras, undercover agents and polygraphs, as well as private and civil investigations.
This holistic security offering, founded upon tried-and-tested best practices, is a
pro-active response to the interrelated nature of today’s businesses by offering an
integrated security framework that provides stronger protection against real threats.

Private and civil investigations that empower
Our team comprises highly-skilled investigators and researchers that are at the core of
Havensec’s highly-sophisticated investigation techniques and tactics.
Our diverse South African client base is well aware that the knowledge that they gain
from these services empower them. Havensec’s skills and capabilities have been
harnessed by private individuals, as well as corporate clients, such as attorneys,
financial institutions, insurance companies, plus state organs.
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Polygraphing to uncover the truth
Our expertise in all aspects of the polygraph and lie-detection processes has been
deployed in a host of critical applications, ranging from tackling company theft to
important pre-employment screening.
Havensec has been critical in helping identify guilty parties associated with an issue
under investigation, while clearing the innocent and excluding them from an
investigation.

Discreet surveillance and information gathering
Our skilled private investigators conduct discreet and confidential surveillance and
gather information to provide evidence that is required to prove or disprove allegations.
Our expertise has been invaluable in analysing the evidence and circumstances, as
well as the interrogation of suspects or possible offenders. Information obtained is
documented throughout the investigation, while working alongside authorities in
criminal-related matters.
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Off-site monitoring protects
your property
Our state-of-the-art control room is equipped with the latest technology that
allows us to remotely monitor your premises on a continuous basis.
We are able to use your existing cameras and related infrastructure, or our
state-of-the-art technology.
Our teams are instantly notified via software of any breach to your property and we are
in constant contact with your guards.
Importantly, our off-site monitoring allows Havensec to undertake an additional
recording to protect the original as a vital extra security procedure.

Covert cameras to protect your business
Covert hidden cameras assist in preventing employee, housekeeper or roommate theft,
or to expose a cheating spouse.
Our cameras are expertly concealed that even our clients have difficulty pin-pointing
their exact location. They are installed quickly and efficiently and in such a manner that
they blend into their environment.

Undercover agents unveil the source of the problem
Havensec’s clients are well aware that our undercover investigators reveal significantly
more information than most security systems, or CCTVs.
Our investigation unit identifies the source of problems in the workplace, and are
trained to sense nuances, build trust and develop leads that provide a better
understanding of the situation or the locale.
These covert operatives have been invaluable in providing clients with the intelligence
they need to address a specific problem, or put an end to unfounded concerns.
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Debugging to safeguard your privacy
The security of your privacy is of utmost importance to Havensec, which provides an
electronic debugging service for offices and homes.
Our Sweep Teams conduct a detailed physical search, augmented by the use of our
advanced technical debugging equipment. These skilled teams have been trained by
retired military counter-intelligence personnel and by the original-equipment
manufacturers from which we procure top-of-the-range debugging equipment.
If you sense a leak in important and confidential information from your business,
Havensec can help you.

Armed escorts protect
Havensec’s cargo security escorts, comprising either single drivers or teams, help
safeguard our client’s valuable products in transit, whether by trucks, tractor-trailers,
semis, rigs, vans or haulers.
Meanwhile, our additional security service that involves "shadowing" your valuable
cargo from when it leaves your facility to its final destination has become an essential
tactic to counter sophisticated crime syndicates.

Personal body guards keep you safe
Havensec has responded to a growing need for executive protection and personal
bodyguard services. Our team consists of highly trained and qualified personnel that
continue to ensure our clients’ safety.
These executive protection agents and personal protection specialists maintain a low
profile while performing their important duties.
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